IAG’s Live Online Only Auction Opens 21st June!
I

A large presented gold Prize medal.

AG’s next Live online only Auction, OS
9, is to be held on Wednesday 5th July at
7pm AEST, with bidding opening on the
21st June. Another fantastic selection of
diverse and interesting items from over
50 different vendors will be showcased,
with unreserved lots starting from $1,
to high grade rarities at over $30,000!
Coin highlights include a rare Proof
1928 Penny FDC, one of only a handful
of coins known and in superb original
condition. Along with this are a number
of other Pre Decimal Proof coins including a 1939 Halfpenny and Penny, 1950
Halfpenny and 1938 Florin. Several Pre
Decimal collections are also on offer featuring an UNC 1920 Plain and Double Dot
Penny, an UNC 1925 Penny, and many
high grade PCGS graded coins along with
coins worth hundreds of dollars to be
sold unreserved, with bidding starting
at $1!
Banknote highlights include a 1 Pound
1914 Collins-Allen aUNC, a 5 Pound 1927
in UNC, a 10 Pound 1925 in gVF/aEF,
all amongst a number of issued and
Specimen Pre Federation Banknotes and

Pre Decimal and Decimal issues. Also
included is a full collection of 32 $100
test notes, along with First and Last
Prefixes, Specimen notes, Decimal, Misprints, World banknotes, collections,
unreserved lots and much more.
A large natural gold nugget of over 7
ounces is also on offer, as well as a large
presented gold Prize medal from the
Society of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce and a nice 5/- Internment Camps
along with a wide selection of Gold
including numerous Sovereigns, some
superb Mis-struck error coins, Decimal
and Mint products, World and GB, and
of course other unreserved and estate
lots.
Bidding for Online Sale 9 will open in
late June. Join up online today to receive further information and be part of
IAG’s online bidding revolution! Go to
www.iagauctions.com for more information, catalogues, and to view every lot
in high resolution, or contact IAG direct
on - Phone (07) 55 380 300 – Email
mail@iagauctions.com with any queries.

A rare Proof 1928 Penny FDC. Estimated at $30,000

A selection of copper highlights
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